Registration changes happen virtually. Coordinators for common courses are listed below. More detailed process information can be found online:

https://registrar.uiowa.edu/change-registration-myui

Students should wait at least 24 hours for all changes to show up on MyUI.

Students who would like to add a course after the first week (for semester-length classes) or starting the first week (for off-cycle classes) should follow these steps:

https://registrar.uiowa.edu/myui-course-add-tutorial

**Tippie Courses**

**ACCT:2100 - Introduction to Financial Accounting**
David Stubing (S290 PBB, 319-467-1300) david-stubing@uiowa.edu
To change sections, contact the section instructor

**ACCT:2200 - Managerial Accounting Analytics & Data Visualization**
Greg Hall (S362 PBB, 319-384-1832) greg-hall@uiowa.edu
To change sections, contact Greg Hall. Add requests not granted after Monday, January 22.

**BAIS:1500 Business Computing Essentials**
Yvonne Galusha (S378 PBB, 319-353-2230) yvonne-galusha@uiowa.edu

**BAIS:2800 – Foundations of Business Analytics**
Buddhika Nettasinghe (W236 PBB) buddhika-nettasinghe@uiowa.edu
To change sections, contact the section instructor

**BAIS:3000 – Operations Management – off-cycle course**
Michael Redmond (W283 PBB, 319-335-1408) michael-redmond@uiowa.edu
To add or change sections, contact Nicole, tippie-west-asst@uiowa.edu

**BAIS:3005 – Information Systems – off-cycle course**
Kristy Walker (S294 PBB, 319-335-0955) kristy-walker@uiowa.edu
To add or change sections, contact Nicole, tippie-west-asst@uiowa.edu

**BUS:2200 Foundations for Success in Business – off-cycle course**
Josh Frahm (C310 PC, 319-335-1023) josh-frahm@uiowa.edu
To add, contact, tippie-bus-add@uiowa.edu
Adds will not be granted after 4:00pm on Thursday, January 18.

**BUS:3000 – Business Communication and Protocol**
Adds and section changes will not be granted if a section has completed its second-week meetings. For section changes prior to that, contact tippie-bus-add@uiowa.edu

**ECON:1100 – Principles of Microeconomics**
Sarah Frank (S318 PBB; 319-335-0504) sarah-frank@uiowa.edu
Alexandra Nica (0EXW) (W304 PBB, 319-335-3790) alexandra-nica@uiowa.edu
To change sections, contact the contact the section instructor
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**ECON:1200 – Principles of Macroeconomics**
Alexandra Nica (0EXW) (W304 PBB, 319-335-3790) alexandra-nica@uiowa.edu
Michelle Highly (AAA, BBB, 0001, & 0002) (S298 PBB, 319-335-2521) michelle-highly@uiowa.edu
To change sections, contact Alexandra Nica for 0EXW or Michelle Highly for everything else

**FIN:3000 – Introductory Financial Management**
Heidi Dybevik (S312 PBB, 319-335-0657) heidi-dybevik@uiowa.edu
Michelle Highly (0101 & 0EXW) (S298 PBB, 319-335-2521) michelle-highly@uiowa.edu
To change sections, contact the section instructor (or michelle-highly@uiowa.edu for 0101 & 0EXW)

**MGMT:2000 – Introduction to Law**
Andy Hosmanek (S306 PBB, 319-353-0811) andrew-hosmanek@uiowa.edu
To change sections, contact Andrew Hosmanek, andrew-hosmanek@uiowa.edu

**MGMT:2100 – Introduction to Management**
Eean Crawford (W376 PBB, 319-335-2884) eean-crawford@uiowa.edu
To change sections, contact Eean Crawford, eean-crawford@uiowa.edu

**MGMT:2100:0EXW – Introduction to Management**
Beth Livingston (W276 PBB, 319-335-0848) beth-livingston@uiowa.edu
Steve Abram (0EXT) (S252 PBB, 319-335-3378) steven-abram@uiowa.edu
Beth Bellman (0EXW) (W304 PBB, 319-335-0869) suzanne-bellman@uiowa.edu
To change sections, contact the section instructor

**MKTG:3000 – Intro to Marketing Strategy**
Rob Rouwenhorst (W219 PBB, 319-335-1013) robert-rouwenhorst@uiowa.edu
To change sections, contact Michelle Highly, michelle-highly@uiowa.edu

**CLAS Courses**

**RHET:1030 – Rhetoric**
Kris Bevelacqua (170 EPB, 319-335-0178) kristine-bevelacqua@uiowa.edu
To add or change sections, contact rhetoric@uiowa.edu
Adds and section changes will not be granted after 4:00pm on Monday, January 22.

**MATH:1350 – Quantitative Reasoning for Business**
Sergii Bezuglyi (325D MLH, 319-335-0765) sergii-bezuglyi@uiowa.edu
To change sections, contact the section instructor

**STAT:1030 – Statistics for Business**
Alex Liebrecht (221 SH, 319-335-1038) alexander-liebrecht@uiowa.edu
To change sections, contact the section instructor or statistics@uiowa.edu